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Abstract: The Internet of Things operates in vital areas and involves people, objects, and networks. Indeed, it ensures 

the interconnection and exchange of critical information that does not tolerate flaws. A successful attack on an object in 

one of these fields will cause fatal damage. Therefore, securing IOTs requires particular attention to the used protocols. 

It is essential to choose adapted protocols to the requirements of the objects and provide maximum security. 

Authentication is the first entry to IOTs that must be optimal and secure, without encumbering objects with limited 

capacities. To address this issue and to avoid concentration points, we present an improved authentication protocol 

based on the Blake2 hash function and the distribution of calculating OTP function. We will then evaluate, in terms of 

spatial and temporal complexity, the improvement brought to the IOT authentication process by the proposed process. 

We will prove that the use of these technics ensure a secure authentication that consumes less time and less memory. 

 

Index Terms: Authentication, IOT, BLAKE2, OTP, Time Complexity, Space Complexity. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 

Despite the benefits, advantages, and evolution that the IoT brought to our lifestyle, security, trust, and privacy still 

impose several problems [16]. One of the significant challenges presented by the IoT is guaranteeing reliable and not 

cumbersome authentication. 

The Internet of Things is deployed in critical fields such as smart grids, smart cities, e-wellbeing, wearable [17]… 

that involve many constrained devices .while the IoT is a greedy target, it requires a high level of security and data 

concentration points could be fatal for an IoT system. 

Besides, due to the small size of the communication mechanisms deployed in IoT and its limits related to 

equipment performance, including memory and limited computational capabilities, the use of a heavy authentication 

protocol can lead to high latency. 

The majority of existing IoT authentication processes is either focused on security or performance. OTP is a 

technology that has provided remarkable results in terms of both security and performance. However, an unsecured use 

of the OTP in its classical form can lead to security breaches. Also, the hash function deployed in the authentication 

process is critical as it is the principal cryptographic function used to ensure the privacy of the exchanged messages and 

complicate the communication's decryption. Our contribution is based on these two technologies. We will use the OTP 

differently in association with the blake2 hash function in order to have a secure, light, and faster authentication. 

In this work, we propose an authentication based on an association phase where the password function calculation 

is distributed between the two entities. Also, we deployed the Blake2 hash function for exchanges because it has good 

performance. The improvement of this process consists of sharing the Fotp password function calculation so that no one 

will have the full computation expression. In this way, we avoid the concentration of information on a ONE POINT OF 

FAILURE, and we also let the Gateway, which has a high computation and storage capacity compared to IoT objects, 

carry out the heavy calculations and storage. 

The document is organized as follows; section 2 expresses the authentication process that is subject to 

improvement, then in sections 3 and 4, we give an overview of the hash functions and the HOTP algorithm. Then, we 

present our contribution that consists of the distribution of the function. Before concluding, we calculate its time and 

space complexity.  
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2.  Literature Review 

Given its criticality, various studies have addressed authentication based on different approaches. 

In [5], the author proposes an authentication mechanism for IEEE 802.1x technologies based on the expandable 

authentication protocol (EAP). Authentication begins with an exchange of identities. An authentication server then 

verifies the entities’ authenticity, using algorithms and mechanisms like MD5 or TLS protocol. This solution is flexible 

and interoperable because it uses conventional mechanisms but requires many exchanged messages that generate high 

execution time and power consumption. 

The work in [10] intends to secure IoT devices. They propose an authentication mechanism based on the IPsec 

principle using a key shared between constrained (Cd) and non-forced (Ud) devices. Authentication begins with an 

agreement between entities on security policy. Then they exchange the keying equipment, authenticate each other and 

eventually create a secure channel. The mechanism is robust, but it has some weaknesses. Both Gateway and Device 

generate and send keys without authentication. So, a malicious object can launch DOS attacks. 

The author [11] proposed an authentication for OCARI Networks. It focuses on the association of a device with the 

Gateway that manages the authentication operation. Indeed, the proposed protocol is based on the calculation of the 

OTP function by each participant. As inputs, the function has a Ki key derived from the Gateway’s Kd key and a 

challenge calculated by the Gateway. Authentication is successful if the values resulting from the OTP calculation are 

identical. This solution is optimal, but it presents vulnerability: A successful attack on the Gateway will lead to total 

control over the systems. An attacker can impersonate the identity of a device and infiltrate the network. 

Each of the above proposals has some limitations. In this work, we are interested in the [11] process that presents 

the vulnerability of ONE POINT OF FAILURE. Indeed, all authentication information is concentrated on the Gateway. 

If it is attacked, the attacker will have total control of the network. 

3. Authentication process for IOT 

3.1 IOT security features 

Authentication in the IoT is challenging because it must take into consideration the special features of these 

networks. Indeed, IoT networks are subject to various types of attacks since they involve different entities, namely 

devices, humans, service providers….. All these components are connected and must authenticate each other. In 

addition, lightweight solutions are required to address security challenges in the IoT field adequately. Devices of the 

IoT are limited in terms of computational, power, and memory capabilities. Due to the nature of this network, it is 

complicated to adapt existing infrastructures and protocols with the new features. These restrictions must be considered 

while designing IoT solutions and security protocols [18, 19] 

3.2 IOT authentication Process 

 

Fig.1. Version 1[11] 

The first authentication version of [11] is based on four exchanges of association and authentication messages. The 

protocol switches from a traditional authentication based on exchanging messages between the Device and the Gateway 

(ID and password) to a new protocol that includes another message based on a two-entry Fotp function. Authentication 

is requested by the Device that sends its ID (Unix) to the Gateway. The Gateway first calculates a challenge and sends it 

to the Device; then, it calculates the Device’s key Kdx through the Fperso function. Both entities calculate the 
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challenge-based OTP and the Kdx key, configured in an out-of-band way on the Device. The Device sends the 

calculated OTP to the Gateway, which compares the value received and the calculated value and returns to the Device 

the association response. The mechanism is described in Fig.1. (CPAN is the Gateway). 

4.  IOT Hash Functions 

Our improvement is mainly based on integrating hash functions to complicate exchanges between the Gateway and 

the Device. 

A hash function produces outputs with a size much smaller than the size of the input message. This hash is helpful 

in several applications, such as storing passwords, verifying integrity, and authentication. 

Hash functions work in a one-way manner. They convert an arbitrary size data into a set of data with a fixed length. 

This length varies from one algorithm to another. A hash function hides the original data so that a slight change in the 

output results in a radical change in the output [7]. Also, cryptography functions require heavy mathematical 

calculations, which may be resource-intensive. So, it is necessary to opt for lighter algorithms to improve equipment 

performance and safety with limited capabilities, such as IoT equipment.  

The most popular lightweight hash functions include Snefru, Message Digest (MD5), the SHA family, HAVAL, 

KECCAK, and BLAKE [4]. Several comparative studies have been done under different conditions and environments 

to find the best among these algorithms.  

A comparative study between SHA and MD5 has shown that the SHA algorithm family works faster than the MD5 

[8]. 

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is a widely used hash algorithm. In embedded systems, SHA algorithms are 

used to transfer and validate data integrity securely. Although SHA-2 offers strong encryption, it is still vulnerable to 

attacks because it uses the hash generated in the last round to generate the next hash token [7] 

Therefore, on November 2, 2007, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) opened a competition 

to develop a new cryptographic hash algorithm - SHA-3 with a modified hash for key generation and offering better 

performance. BLAKE and Keccak were among the finalists selected for the final round of the competition and received 

much more support than the others, thanks to the high level of security they presented. Finally, KECCAK was 

announced the winner and designated as SHA3 [14,12] 

Keccac, the winner of the competition, uses the sponge-based hash design based on bit permutations. In addition to 

being quick in hardware implementations, it has shown resistance against multiple attacks, a high level of security, high 

throughput, and simplicity of design [4,13]. 

Blake is a function based on stream encryption to generate the hash digests [13]. Indeed, a 16-word constant is 

used with the message word, the salt value, and the initial vector to form a 4x4 matrix, each line is subjected to eight 

sets of permutations and combinations. [4,6] 

Later, BLAKE was improvised into BLAKE2, based on the same BLAKE design for high efficiency and safety. It 

went under several changes to optimize the protocol for modern applications with simplicity and ease of use. BLAKE2 

is competitive in speed with MD5; it is faster than Blake, even on long messages, thanks to the reduced number of 

permutations [13]. It exists in two variants: BLAKE2b is optimized for 64-bit platforms, and the BLAKE2s is optimized 

for 8 to 32-bit platforms. [13,7] 

 

 

Fig.2. Hash Functions Speed [3] 
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Despite the many advantages of KECCAK, we will opt for Blake 2 because of the high processing speed. In order 

to compare our results with [11] results, we will especially choose the blake2s since it is more optimized on 32 

processors and we will use its mathematical algorithm [20] as it is mentioned in RFC7693 

Algorithm 1: Blake2 Algorithm [20] 

Blake2 Algorithm   

FUNCTION BLAKE2( d[0..dd-1], ll, kk, nn ) 
        |     h[0..7] := IV[0..7]          // Initialization Vector. 

        |     // Parameter block p[0] 

        |     h[0] := h[0] ^ 0x01010000 ^ (kk << 8) ^ nn 
        |     // Process padded key and data blocks 

        |     IF dd > 1 THEN 

        |     |       FOR i = 0 TO dd - 2 DO 
        |     |       |       h := F( h, d[i], (i + 1) * bb, FALSE ) 

        |     |       END FOR. 

        |     END IF. 
        |     // Final block. 

        |     IF kk = 0 THEN 

        |     |       h := F( h, d[dd - 1], ll, TRUE ) 
        |     ELSE 

        |     |       h := F( h, d[dd - 1], ll + bb, TRUE ) 

        |     END IF. 
        |     RETURN first "nn" bytes from little-endian word array h[]. 

        END FUNCTION. 

5.  HOTP 

The OTP is based on a one-time password. It changes with the change of a value called counter that is valid for 

only one authentication, and it is incremented if it has succeeded [15]. HOTP is an authentication algorithm based on 

the association of HMAC with SH1 (default). It is computed symmetrically between the authenticated and the 

authenticator. It is based on comparing obtained results to decide whether the authentication has been successful or not 

[2]. 

The method is based on factors that must be shared previously between the two entities concerned. Namely, the C 

counter, which is a random number, a private secret key Ks, the length d of the HOTP (recommended to be between 6 

and 8), and whether the authentication will keep the default hash function sha1 or that the entities will use a different 

function and this must also be communicated.[2] 

The algorithm is described briefly in the fig.3. below:  

 

 

Fig.3. HOTP Function 
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First, a hash HMAC-SHA is established based on the values of C and Ks. The four least significant bits of the hash 

are converted into a decimal base to obtain the INDEX. Then we look for the Index byte of the hash and extract 4 bytes 

called BDC1. Since processors handle the arithmetic calculations of signed and unsigned numbers differently, we 

overcome this interoperability problem by subjecting the BDC1 value to a 0x7FFFFFFFFFFF to mask the byte of the 

sign and force the value to be an unsigned integer BDC2. Finally, to force the obtained value to the desired length d, a 

modulo 10^d is applied. Thus, we obtain the HOTP [1]. 

6.  Contribution: Distribution of Fotp function 

6.1 Principle 

In this work, we propose an authentication protocol based on the [11] process with an improved computation of the 

OTP function to avoid the ONE POINT FAILURE on the Gateway.  

In this paper, we are only interested in the authentication step of the Device to the Gateway. We assume that 

confidentiality and integrity are well assured. We will also work on the exact requirements of the thesis in terms of 

technical characteristics, particularly the 32-bit processor.  

We will respect the number of exchanged messages to avoid the congestion of channels by the authentication 

messages. 

 

 

Fig.4. The proposed schema 

First, the Device will send its ID (Ui) to the Gateway. The Gateway will extract the Kd key related to the Device 

and calculates a 32-bit Random challenge and the hash. The Gateway will be the only one to compute the HMAC-

SHA256 hash to avoid heavy computation on the Device. After receiving the hash, the Device will compute an INDEX, 

the decimal value of the 4 bits following a random value between 1 and the Hash length. The Device will then continue 

the classical OTP calculation by converting the value of the 4 bytes according to the Index Byte, then applying an x7F 

mask relative to the value’s sign and forcing it to the length d by the modulo d. The Device will then calculate a Hash2 

based on the BLAKE2s function, which is more optimal in our context (according to Chapter 4), with the Kd (32 bits) 

and the calculated OTP as input arguments. The Device sends the value of OTP and Hash2 to the Gateway, performing 

the same calculation and comparing it to the received Hash2. If the value is the same as the one received, the 

authentication is successful; otherwise, it fails. After three attempts of the same Ui, the Gateway will block the Ui for a 

defined amount of time. Thus, none of the devices will have the expression or the complete authentication data. 

7.  Results and Discussion 

7.1 Security Analysis  

We have studied several security scenarios, as follows: 

 

Scenario 1: Attacked Device: The attacker will not have the Kd key thanks to the key customization process [11] 

Scenario 2: Attacked Gateway: The calculation required for authentication is based on calculations made 

separately by the Gateway and the Device, so full authentication  requires both devices’ computation expressions. 
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7.2 Time Complexity 

The temporal complexity is divided between the two participants: Gateway (CTg) and Device (CTd). Since they 

have different computing, processing, and storage capacities, we will treat the complexity separately. 

We assume that CT is the number of operations of the process [11]and CT’ those of our proposal. 

 

   ' ,  , 256, 2 , , 1, 2, , 2CT CTg Random Fperso Hmac sha Blake s Comparison CTd Random DBC DBC OTP Blake s    

         (1) 

 

We assume that the operations made by the two solutions are negligible; we obtain : 

 

                                            '  2 2CT O CTg Blake s CTd Blake s                                                         (2) 

 

We move on to the calculation of the number of operations of the solution [11] 

 

   , , 256, , 1, 2, , 256, , 1, 2,CT CTg Random Fperso Hmac sha Index DBC DBC OTP Comparison CTd HM AC Index DBC DBC OTP     

(3) 

 

We proceed in the same way as for the previous complexity, and we get:  

 

      , 1, 2,   256CT O CTg Index DBC DBC OTP CTd HM AC SHA                                    (4) 

 

Since the Gateway has advanced computational capabilities, what will infect the execution time is the time 

consumed in the calculation by the Device, which is limited in computational capacity. We are faced with a comparison 

between the speed of HMAC-SHA256 and the one of BLAKE2s, which is represented in Fig.2. 

7.3 Space Complexity 

For calculating spatial complexity, we will proceed in the same way as we calculated the temporal complexity. 

Among the variables that occupy storage space on our proposal, we conclude that the argument that makes the real 

difference is the digest produced by the blake2s function and the sum of arguments (DBC1, dbc2, and index). 

Comparing the sizes of these two will give us the optimal solution in spatial terms. 

On the Device, our proposition consumes the sum of hash length (4bits) and the size of Blake2s digest (32bytes). 

Otherwise, the first proposition only consumes the size of the challenge produced by the authenticator and stored by the 

Device (32bytes). So, it implies a storage difference of extra 4bits consumed on the Device in our solution. For 

Gateway, the stored value that makes the difference is the size of the hash blake2s (32bytes) versus a 48bit storage 

divided between DBC1 (32bits), DBC2 (32bits), and index (4bits). 

7.4 Experimental Results  

Based on the Time complexity equations calculated in the last subsection, we implemented algorithms using the 

JavaScript language on a station with a 32bites processor as the Device and a station with 64bites as the Gateway. The 

algorithm intends to calculate the time of execution. Regarding the memory consumption, we will be based on the 

calculation of 1.4. Subsection.  

Results are listed in the Tables below:  

Time of execution: 

Table 1.Time of execution (ms)  

Solutions Gateway Device 
Our proposition 1.052001953125 0.999755859375  

The [11] proposition 2.071044921875 3.999755859375 

Memory Consumption 

Table 2. Memory consumption (bytes): 

Solutions Gateway Device 
Our proposition MG+ 48 MD+ 36 

The [11] proposition MG+32 MD+32 
*MG: The common memory consumed by the gateway in both solutions 

*MD: The common memory consumed by the device in both solutions 
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7.5 Synthesis 

The proposed solution responds well to the problem related to the security of the Gateway. According to the 

presented security scenarios, the solution is optimal for security because it avoids authentication information’s 

centralization. Even in a case of infiltration to the Gateway, the attacker cannot have full control over the authentication 

and cannot also pass under another device’s identity. 

The solution proved good time results thanks to the Blake2s hash function, which is compatible with IoT devices 

and 32bit processors. It is fast and saves time for computation. On the other hand, our solution consumes 32 more bytes 

by the Gateway and 4bits more on the Device. This difference does not affect our solution’s quality because the space 

consumption on the critical equipment (the Device) is light (4bits). It is high on the Gateway, but the Gateway has 

significant storage capacity and does not affect the solution’s performance. 

8.  Conclusion and Perspective 

In this document, the suggested process is reliable, secure, ensures high speed, and consumes reasonable 

computational processing. We first proposed an improvement of the association phase of the authentication process [11]. 

We opted for the distribution of Fotp computation. Indeed, Fotp is calculated in a distributed way between Device and 

Gateway; each makes a calculation based on a blind value already calculated by the other entities and vice versa. Thus 

none of the equipment has complete knowledge of the necessary information for authentication. If the Gateway gets 

attacked, no one will be able to take advantage of data’s centralization. Besides, in order to maintain the performance of 

the connected devices, we have concentrated the heavy computation and storage to be done by the gateway, which is 

not limited in storage and computational capacities. 

The storage issue could be subject to another storage enhancement proposal by transferring it to the cloud or a 

storage bay. The proposed solution could also be replaced by other effective methods such as asymmetric encryption 

(Diffie Hellman, elliptical curve) or Smart Cards.  
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